
BE VIBRANT. BE YOU.
We understand the search for senior living can be confusing and 
a bit overwhelming. We are here to make your journey as easy as 

possible and want to help guide you every step of the way. No 
matter where you are in life’s journey, home is meant to be a place 

of comfort and enjoyment. Shavano Park Senior Living offers you 
or your loved one a beautiful blend of privacy, safety, security and 

community to create a warm and familiar environment.

Our Assisted Living program is designed to encourage residents to 
live a vibrant life by connecting with the people and the community 
around them. We provide our residents with peace of mind knowing 
that we are available to help with tasks such as cooking, cleaning 

and transportation. We give our residents the best care possible in an 
enjoyable, welcoming atmosphere. 

We believe deeply in providing personalized and tailored care for 
each of our residents. This is especially true for our residents who 
are living with dementia and Alzheimer’s, and is why we created 

Generations Memory Care. Our community requires our associates 
to complete certified extensive initial and ongoing training to better 
support our resident individuals living with dementia. We emphasize 
techniques, teachable moments and meaningful engagement by 
honoring the past, connecting with the present and inspiring the 

future of your loved one. 

 

MANAGED BY



THE SEVEN MAIN ELEMENTS 
 TO LIVING A VIBRANT LIFE®

BE INSPIRED
Gain a deeper sense  

of spirituality and feed  
the soul!

BE ADVENTUROUS
Try something new  

every day, explore and 
experience the unique!

BE WELL
Intellectual stimulation,  

get moving and 
stay active! 

BE FAMILY
Cherish family 

connections, share and 
continue family traditions!

BE CONNECTED
Engage in meaningful 

community involvement, 
share experiences 

and expertise!

BE CHALLENGED
Ignite competitive 

spirit, learn, grow and 
be motivated!

BE SOCIAL
Embrace friendships, 

celebrate the moments, 
talk, laugh and listen!

Senior living communities are expected to have incredible nurses to 
care for residents and an impeccable dining experience, but some 
communities miss the ability to keep residents active and engaged. 

Our signature Vibrant Life® program is designed to fuel the souls of our 
residents to help them live the best lives possible. 

Living a vibrant life at any age is a life worth living. At Shavano Park 
Senior Living, residents take part in a special encounter called Vibrant 

Life®. The program is an innovative approach designed to enhance and 
enrich our residents’ lives with well-rounded and meaningful experiences. 

Thoughtfully designed to connect you with family, friends and the 
community, our Vibrant Life® program truly inspires, challenges – even 

dares you to be adventurous. With a host of optional outings, you 
create your own schedule based on your interests, preferences, routines 

and abilities. Whether it is a morning walk, a yoga class, a trip to local 
attractions or a dance with entertainment provided by local musicians, 

we make it easy to live a vibrant life. 



By providing these opportunities, 
we strive to utilize the passion and 
creativity of our culinary team to craft 
food that not only feeds the body but 
also nourishes the soul.

• A restaurant-inspired 
dining experience

• A chef-created menu that focuses 
on resident and regional favorites

• “Food for Thought” meetings that 
promote open communication 
between the residents and the 
culinary team to enhance the 
community’s dining experience

Elevate® offers several signature programs and distinguishing  
features that help create meaningful connections through cuisine.

Elevate® Inspires – This program seeks to find 
ways to incorporate food as a vehicle to 
give back to the community around us. It’s 
never too late to impact the culture and 
be a force for good. In conjunction with our 
Vibrant Life® program, Elevate® partners with 
local charities and engages residents with 
the broader community.

Chef’s Academy – Through exhibition cooking, 
educational presentations and even resident 
cook-offs, this program shines a spotlight on 
the exceptional talent and skills of our culinary 
leaders throughout the company. Customized 
to each community and led by our Culinary 
Services director, this program fosters social 
interaction and meaningful connection 
between residents and staff.

Culinary Keepsakes – Beyond a theme 
dinner, this is an immersive dining 
experience. Be transported to Italy with an 
Italian happy hour replete with accordion 
music, or stay close to home with a dish 
featuring a local signature ingredient. 
Whatever the offering, Culinary Keepsakes 
broadens culinary horizons, brings cultural 
context to mealtimes and incorporates the 
entire community.

Traditions to Table – Incorporating time-
honored traditions, residents are invited to 
share their signature recipes and allow the 
rest of the community a glimpse into their 
cherished culinary memories. This program 
allows residents to engage in creating new 
memories based on lifelong experiences 
created around the dinner table.

Resident-Inspired Menus – With information 
gleaned from monthly “Food for Thought” 
meetings, residents partake in the creative 
process by sharing cherished recipes and 
offering valuable feedback that inspires the 
development of a unique community menu.

Scratch Cooking – By focusing on freshly 
made selections, our Culinary Services 
director promotes health and wellness 
among our residents through a variety of 
appetizing daily options.

Pure Dining – Customized menu 
preparation is tailored to the needs of 
the residents we serve. By enhancing 
the presentation of menu selections to 
accommodate dexterity challenges and 
modified diets, Pure Dining promotes 
dignity and independence while providing 
residents the opportunity to enjoy the 
meals they love.

SHAVANO PARK SENIOR LIVING IS PLEASED TO  
OFFER THE ELEVATE® DINING EXPERIENCE

Shavano Park Senior Living is pleased to offer the Elevate® dining 
experience, which turns meals into culinary celebrations. Our goal is to 
create meaningful connections through the dining experience. A meal 

is deeply personal, and sharing meals connects cultures, ethnicities 
and people of all ages. Elevate® aims to honor our residents’ journeys 

through life by highlighting their signature recipes and finding ways 
to use food to give back to the community, as well as to surpass the 

limitations of traditional culinary programs.

Our approach to transforming the dining experience is to celebrate, 
engage and elevate resident meals to be much more than simply a 

placeholder three times a day. Our signature experience addresses not 
only residents’ palates, but also their desire for purpose, growth and 

opportunities, recognition of a lifetime of memories, and the occasions 
to showcase their contributions to the lives of others through their own 

culinary signature items. 



EXPENSE STAYING AT HOME SHAVANO PARK

Mortgage / Rent / Homeowners’ Association Fees $ $   INCLUDED

Real Estate / Property Taxes $ $   INCLUDED

Insurance $ $   INCLUDED

Electricity $ $   INCLUDED

Water / Sewer $ $   INCLUDED

Gas / Heating $ $   INCLUDED

Trash / Waste Removal Service $ $   INCLUDED

Lawn Care / Landscaping / Yard 
Maintenance $ $   INCLUDED

Interior Home Maintenance $ $   INCLUDED

Exterior Home Maintenance $ $   INCLUDED

Housekeeping / Laundry Service $ $   INCLUDED

Pest Control $ $   INCLUDED

Automobile / Fuel / Insurance / Maintenance $ $   INCLUDED

Groceries / Dining Out / Gratuities $ $   INCLUDED

Social / Cultural Events / Entertainment $ $   INCLUDED

Security System / Fire Protection $ $   INCLUDED

In-Home Caregivers / Assistance Support $ $   

Personal Emergency Response System $ $   INCLUDED

Transportation $ $   INCLUDED

TOTAL $ $

COST COMPARISON WORKSHEET 
If you thought the cost of moving into a senior living community was out 

of reach, you might be surprised at how reasonable it is compared to your 
current expenses of just staying at home. See how reasonable Shavano Park 

Senior Living can be by comparing your expenses below.




